HOMAG CENTATEQ P-113M B-E POD & RAIL

HOMAG CNC Machines.

German Engineered.

World Renowned.

Features

- 5' x 10' working field
- 18 spindle drill block including horizontal drilling and a groove blade
- 6 benches and 18 pods
- 18 tool change positions
- 13.4 HP main spindle

Advantages

- Compact footprint for small space installations
- Accurate high-speed drilling and part sizing
- Rigid, reliable, and repeatable construction
- Vacuum pump, installation, and training are included with standard machine configurations
- Industry-leading service and support
- Pendulum processing

HOMAG Drill Block – the industry standard for drilling technology

A rigid console table allows for flexible fixing of numerous vacuum and pneumatic clamping devices

PowerTouch – innovative and intuitive technology for optimal productivity

Questions? Contact us, we're here to help!
Call 616-698-7500 or email info@stilesmachinery.com